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Metallic Kitchens
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Shaker
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Handleless
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Traditional
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Dark Kitchens
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Grey Kitchens
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Vibrant Kitchens
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Pastel Kitchens
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Island Kitchens 
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Open-Plan Kitchens
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U-Shaped Kitchens
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Small & Compact Kitchens
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L-Shaped Kitchens
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Quooker Taps
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Martin Rafferty20:11 24 Mar 24


Amazing, just walking around convinced us that our new kitchen will be MAS Kuchen.
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Terry Franklin19:34 18 Feb 24


I’ve just had MAS Kuchen supply and fit my beautiful kitchen, I can’t praise them enough , Lisi was fantastic at…  designing my kitchen and nothing was a problem she was brilliant then Marco came round to measure up and get it exact , and the fitter made a beautiful job , the whole team were fantastic thay are reliable and done exactly what thay said and exact dates , and the quality is out off this world and very proud showing my kitchen off , thanks Marco and the team for a fantastic job and beautiful kitchen ,Terry from purley , readingread more
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Daniel Van Der Kemp16:54 18 Feb 24


All work carried out to a very high standard, very pleased with the quality of the kitchen and installation. Highly…  recommended.read more
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J K11:46 18 Feb 24


After seeing an advert for MAS kuchen on Facebook I contacted them to help with our new kitchen design. Lisi came up…  with a stunning design that not only looks fantastic but creates such a wow factor in our kitchen dining living space and is a pleasure to use. We love our Bora hob, full height fridge & freezer & larder cupboard. Communication and service has been very good from Lisi, Marco & the team.read more
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Adrian Glew12:08 16 Feb 24


As a developer I demand a high quality product at a competitive price and installed with minimal fuss. Mas Kuchen…  delivers on all three! We were introduced to MK by Katrine Johnston at KJ Consultancy, also highly recommended!read more
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Paul Harper21:01 31 Jan 24


From design to installation Marco and his team were an absolute pleasure to work with. Nothing was too much trouble and…  Lisi was fantastic in her ability to get the best from our budget in terms of products and design. We would use MAS Kuchen again in a heartbeat and highly recommend them. Icing on the cake…… friends and family visiting our long awaited renovated home absolutely love the kitchen!! Thank you Marco and team! The Harpersread more
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Gemma Saliba11:36 19 Dec 23


Im delighted with my kitchen. Thanks to all the team that made it happen. Dominic at Reading branch was an amazing help…  in designing and creating the vision i had in mind. Any blips along the way were swiftly dealt with and the fitting team finished it all to an extremely high standard. I would recommend using Mas Kutchens for great customer service and most importantly high quality products and finishread more
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Sharon & Andy Lambourne11:18 19 Dec 23


We needed to modify part of our kitchen and Marco and the team were extremely helpful in supplying items to make these…  changes.read more
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aaron burnett22:32 18 Dec 23


As a fitter with over 20 years experience I am really impressed with the build quality of the units and the quality of…  the finish the modern and contemporary designs cater for all tastes and I’d highly recommend for what is most home owners biggest purchase. Definitely 5 starsread more
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Viorel Balan22:12 18 Dec 23


I called the office to get some help with our kitchen in a 7 bedroom high end house. They were really polite,…  professional, organised and helpful. Got the kitchen of our dreams and the project was done really quick and the quality is absolutely fantastic. Will definitely use them again for our coming projects straight after New Year. Highly recommendedread more
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Ibzy C11:20 17 Dec 23


Marco and the team are fantastic, Excellent service and good quality kitchen at reasonable price.
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Corbett Carpentry09:07 17 Dec 23


I have been dealing with MAS Kuchen for 4years and always recommend them to my clients who want the best. The bespoke…  aspect of the designs and quality units makes them the best kitchens to fit. I highly recommend getting a quote or visiting their stunning showroom. For contemporary kitchens, they are second to none. Kevin Corbettread more
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Michele Beazley14:05 15 Oct 23


We had our kitchen designed and supplied by MAS Kutchen. Lisi’s design was just as we wanted. She really listened to…  us and even designed a bespoke end shelving unit. Top quality German design and engineering. Would definitely recommend MAS Kutchen.read more
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roland lawrence17:11 08 Oct 23


Our experience of Mas Kuchen exceeded our expectations of what our kitchen would look like when completed.We searched…  for a long time to find a kitchen we wanted and when we heard there was one on display in their showroom we went to have a look.We were made to feel so welcomed by Lisi at the showroom, who is very meticulous in her planning and fabulous ideas. Nothing was too much trouble and she spent hours of her time making it perfect for us. She also helped us stay on budget by giving us tips how we could save some money.The kitchen arrived promptly at the time they said it would, and our builder commented how easy it was to put together as all units came ready assembled.It’s great quality, and we are very happy with our experience dealing with all the team and reassuring that if any thing is needed replacing in the future, Marco phoned to tell me we just have to ask.If you’re looking for a smooth experience from start to finish, Mas Kuchen did a great job for us.read more
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Vivian Ch20:58 02 Oct 23


Mas Kuchen giving us their professional advise and design, very helpful and respond to all our enquiry quickly. …  Delivery on time. We are happy with our kitchen! Thank you Marco and Dominic!read more
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Andrew swift12:33 08 Sep 23


Finally completed the kitchen after a bumpy ride with the builder not performing. Pleased with the finished product and…  Marco has dealt promptly with a couple of minor quality issues. Mas Kutchen has a great showroom in Tilehurst to showcase what you can have and some understanding kitchen designers who are on the ball.read more
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Chris Sharp16:55 10 Aug 23


From the start, Lisi and Marco worked with us to develop our perfect kitchen and provided ideas which really worked in…  practice with clear 3D representations. This included bespoke units.Once ordered, the kitchen was delivered to exactly to schedule.The kitchen fitters recommended by Marco did a fantastic job. Thanks to Szymon and Kamil.The kitchen quality is excellent, the quartz worktop and glass glass splash back fit perfectly.Without hesitation, we would recommend Mas Kuchen.read more
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Helen Shirley-Quirk15:14 01 Aug 23


Delighted with the Mas Kuchen kitchen we have installed in our new build house. Very professional team and personal…  touches. Particularly liked that they were willing and able to coordinate with our construction company to manage the build schedule. Lise went above and beyond with the design – listened to our ideas, gave excellent suggestions of her own and was endlessly patient with us as we changed our minds over an extended design period. We liked that the cupboards could be made to custom sizes to make best use of the space and the quality of the cabinets is excellent. Installation by Simon was extremely good – attention to detail, prompt and quality work. And Marco has been great in helping resolve a few final issues. The only caution is that the Line-N super matt cupboard doors that are supposed not to show finger prints in fact do so. But they clean up fairly easily with washing up liquid. Would use Mas Kuchen again without hesitation.read more
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Taiwo Adeleke20:44 26 Jul 23


Smooth process, excellent delivery and outstanding and well crafted finishes. Thanks to all the Team at Mas Kuchen…  Reading. Lisi (Designer) and Mark (Installer), you are a 🌟.read more
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Khaeman Rowe12:32 24 Jul 23


I bought a kitchen with MAS Kuchen. Fitted and installed. The whole process was brilliant and would highly recommend…  them. Thank you for a great experience from start to finish.read more
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Dan Bailey10:54 24 Jul 23


Just want to say a big thanks!Over the moon with the kitchen, the craftsmanship and service I had was top draw. Many…  thanksread more
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Marcella Stocchetti16:56 22 Jul 23


Very happy with the final result of my beautiful new kitchen it has made such a big difference to my house and it now…  feels like my for ever home. The quality and service from Lisi and Marco was exceptional and highly recommended them if your thinking of a new kitchen or bathroom etcread more
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Victoria Henderson10:23 05 May 23


I’m so pleased with my new kitchen from MAS kuchen. I came across them whilst visiting another kitchen company in…  Reading and was so pleased that I did.Lisi listened to our vision and advised us on changes that would work better in our space. Marco was in touch throughout and kept us up to date regarding the delivery and fitting. A professional team who I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend!read more
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EVIE HARPER11:45 28 Apr 23


I have been a kitchen photographer for Mas Kuchen for almost three years now, and I can confidently say that this…  company is one of the best I have worked for in the industry. Based in Reading, they are a team of dedicated and talented individuals who are passionate about delivering high-quality products and services to their clients.Mas Kuchen’s commitment to excellence is evident in every aspect of their work, from the design and production of their kitchen products to their customer service and support. They have a strong focus on quality and attention to detail, and they consistently deliver exceptional results that exceed expectations.Every time I photograph a client’s kitchen for Mas Kuchen, they never fail to express how impressed they are with the company’s exceptional workmanship and attention to detailOverall, I highly recommend Mas Kuchen to anyone looking for top-notch kitchen products and services. They are a reliable, trustworthy, and skilled company that truly cares about their customers and their work. It has been a pleasure working with them for the past three years, and I look forward to continuing our partnership in the future.read more
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Jon Saverton18:24 01 Apr 23


After all the normal places trade and public we stumbled across Mas Kuchen whilst travelling the Oxford Road in…  Reading. What a great decision we made when we stopped by and met Lisi. Like everyone who buys a kitchen we had looked at many designs from many companies, some were so basic I could have designed them with a crayon on the back of an envelope, others were completely impractical. But Lisi at Mas Kuchen she took the time to really understand what we were looking to achieve. We had multiple consultations, tried ideas and changed lots of components but in the end it was worth it as the design by Lisi was fantastic and then she and Marco and Sarah helped deliver on that dream. Marco runs a great organisation and Sarah delivers the organisation. We have been delighted with the quality of the product and with the tremendous aftersales care, Marco personally made regular calls to check we were happy and had everything we needed. If I am buying a kitchen again I am buying a Mas Kuchen. A great quality kitchen (it is German afterall) with a great team to back it up.read more
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Rachael Helanor13:11 25 Jan 23


Fantastic job by Marco and team from beginning to end.. A truly awesome project to work on and we are delighted by the…  finished results and would highly recommend MAS Kuchen to anyone considering a design project.. All of the team were a pleasure to deal with, with superb aftercare and customer services..We went for a modern look and they did not disappoint, attention to detail and a massive wow factor on the finished article..Thank you!Rachael & Alex…read more
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Maria Neal11:31 06 Dec 22


We Love our kitchen from Mas Kuchen and it really does bring us alot of joy.This is all down to our designer Lana.We…  cannot praise Lana enough. The reason we decided to go with Mas Kuchen was due to the attention to detail that she showed us. As you can imagine we did go to quite a few kitchen stores but were really impressed with Lana’s professional demeanor and the fact she actually listened to our requirements and had put alot of thought and effort into our dream kitchen.I’ve given 4 stars instead of 5 due to 1 or 2 issues however these were dealt with and resolved quickly.I would definitely recommend Mas Kuchen.read more
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Mihai A10:14 25 Oct 22


A full kitchen refurbishment can be a daunting, complex and expensive project. Fortunately, I chose MAS Kuchen for my…  kitchen remodeling and I was impressed from the beginning with the professional approach of their designer and the quality of the kitchen furniture in the showroom. I used their recommended builders for the dry fit, but also for the whole kitchen room refurbishment, it was great to see so much attention to detail. In the end, I was very happy with the finished product, there were no delays, the quality of the units is way above the competition and the cost was more than fair. I highly recommend MAS Kuchen to anyone looking for a new kitchen.read more
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Simon10:55 31 Jul 22


We had several companies submit designs for our new kitchen, but MAS Kuchen produced the only one which fulfilled all…  our requirements, particularly in terms of cost and quality. Although all the design work was completed remotely the process was simple and seamless. We did visit the showroom to choose colours and materials. Delivery did take a relatively long time, however, as our building work was delayed by the pandemic it was not a problem, and in fact MAS Kuchen agreed to store our units until we were ready to install them. Installation was completed by our builder who had a few issues which were quickly and efficiently dealt with by MAS Kuchen. Overall a very positive experience.read more
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Marco Di Gioia19:52 20 Apr 22


We were looking for a complete refurbishment of our old kitchen and after many quotes by other companies we found Mas…  Kuchen. Marco and Lisi helped us to design a complete new kitchen offering us plenty of advice during the various steps of the project. The quality of the kitchen is excellent and we are very happy with the outcome. The team of fitters (Kamil, Simon and Damian) arranged by Marco were great and stripped off the old kitchen and install the new one in less than a week keeping the disruptions around the house to a minimum. A big thank you to Lisi too for finding solutions on how to maximase space in our small kitchen which was our priority. Definitely highly recommended if you need a good quality kitchen.read more
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What Makes MAS Kuchen Reading Unique
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German Kitchens
Kitchens meeting the high standards for which German manufacturing is world-renowned
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Highly Rated
We have excellent ratings on Google from many happy clients.
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Fully-Fitted Kitchens
Our kitchens are fully fitted with our made-to-measure service
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Finance Available
Let us find the right finance for you
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Sustainable Kitchens
We supply and install kitchens from sustainable sources
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British Kitchens
We truly understand
the finer details & characteristics which bring this classic kitchen style to life.


























CONTACT US




	
01189 432 100
	
[email protected]
	
Unit 10 Gresham Way, Reading RG30 6AW




VISIT OUR CAMBERLEY SHOWROOM


	105 Park Street, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3NU



 









SOCIAL MEDIA


	Facebook
	Instagram
	LinkedIn
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OPENING HOURS


	Tuesday - Thursday: 10am - 5pm
	Friday & Saturday : 10am - 4pm
	Sunday & Monday: By Appointment Only
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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